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Abstract.
Since 1960, several experiments have shown
strong perturbations of the ionosphere after earthquakes.
For the biggest quakes, Doppler ionosphericsoundingshave
revealed displacementsof several tens of meter of the ionized
layers E and F. An accurate modelling of these phenomena
was however

never described.

We present here synthetic displacementsof such oscillations and compare it with experimental data. Realistic models of the atmosphereincluding viscosityare used, as well as
realistic Earth and seismicsource model. These ionospheric
oscillations are computed by normal modes summation taking explicitly into account the coupling between the solid
Earth and the open atmosphere. They are associated to
the Rayleigh fundamental surfacewaves. We obtain a good
agreement between synthetics and observations,so it should
be possibleto use this method to study the ionosphericpostseismicperturbations and possiblythe high altitude profile
of the density and the viscosity of the atmosphere.

Introduction

Earth model and an atmospheric model. Both the excitation

(quake,explosion)or the observationcan be computedat
any place in the complete Earth model.
The first step consistsin the computation of eigenmodes
of the Earth with a viscous atmosphere. The second step
is then a generalization of the normal modes summation
techniques, where the displacement is not computed at the
altitude of the E and F layers.

Theory
Solid Earth coupling with atmosphere
Adding an atmosphere to the solid Earth induces, by
continuity of the radial projection of stressesand of the vertical displacement, a coupling between the solid Earth and
the atmosphere. Due to the density contrast, the kinetic
energy transferred is generally small, but the amplitude of
the atmosphere vertical displacement is the same as in the
solid Earth. However, if we assume no dissipation mecha-

nism,a strongamplification
occurs:the kineticenergy

is conservedwhereas the density p is exponentially decreasVarious ground-based or satellite observationshave shown
ing. For a magnitude of 8, surface waves produce typically
the generation of atmospheric and ionosphericdisturbances
at teleseismicdistance a few millimeters displacement of the
by earthquakes. They have been observed either on elecground, and displacement amplitudes reach up to hundred
tromagneticmeasurement[Parrot et al., 1993],or on iono- meters at 100 km height. At higher altitude, these displacesphericsoundings[Yuen et al., 1969; Kelley et al., 1985; ments are attenuated by the increasing dynamic viscosity
Blanc, 1985]. They are expectedto be observedby the of the rarefied atmosphere and are finally completely lost
DEMETER satellite, which objectives are the recording of
in heat. Realistic models of the atmosphere must therefore
natural and anthropogenic ionospheric disturbances. Most
take into account both the atmospheric viscosity and the
of the post-seismicsignals observedcan be explained by a
radiative open boundary.
dynamic coupling at the solid Earth atmosphere interface:
the vertical displacement of the ground, either near the epi- Attenuation
mechanisms
center or due to Rayleigh waves, induces upward propagatIn the neutral atmosphere and at low altitude, the perfect
ing wavesin the atmosphere. Although the amplitude is very
small on the ground, the oscillationsare strongly amplified gas law is quite realistic especially for the frequency range
towards the top of the atmosphere becauseof the exponen- wherewe expectsomesignal(lessthan 0.05 Hz). At higher
tial decrease of the density with height. The interaction altitude, above 100 km, this description has to be refined:
with ionospheric plasma should then produce the distur- viscousand possibly non-linear and thermal effects appear.
The typical frequency domain of the ionospheric perturbancesobservedon TEC measurements[Calais
• Minster,
bations is from i to 50 mHz. In this range, viscous dissi-

1995],and the oscillationsof the E and F layersshownby

ionosphericsounding.
We present here a method to model the post-seismicatmosphericoscillations induced by earthquakes using normal
modes summation. This is commonly used in seismologyto
compute synthetics long period seismograms,given a 1-D
spherical solid Earth model and a sourcemecanism. In this
work, we take into account the whole system, i.e. the solid
Copyright
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pation is expectedto be important above100 km high [Pitteway • Hines, 1963]. For a frequencyca,usingthe Hooke
approximation, we can write the viscous stress tensor as:

T,ij- iC•vis
•(au,
0xj-•0xi 3

(v.u)).

Here, u• is the displacement and • the dynamic viscosity.
This can be treated as an anelasticity case. As the viscous
tensor is frequency dependent, an iterative processwill be
used to solvethe eigenmodesequation. The thermal or nonlinear effects will be neglected here. We will discuss the
validity of this approximation later.
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Earth and atmosphere model

The modelusedhereis anisotropicPREM [Dziewonski•4
Anderson,1981]for the solidEarth, and U.S. StandardAtmosphere,
[1976]for the atmosphere,
considered
asa neutral

6700. ,

free boundary

,6700.

,

/6700l

gas up to 150 km height.

Modes computation
Normal

modes

solution

Let us now compute the normal modes for such an Earth
model. The theory is described in details by Lognonn• et

........
1,.o[

at., [1998],and we will herejust recallthe mainstepsof the
computation.

Due to the lack of free surface at the top of the atmosphere, we use an open radiating surface, following Unno

[1989]and Watada[1995],and assumea localdependence
of

i

0

themodesat the top of the atmosphere
asr x. As shownby

real part

real part

Vœ•17œAI
.•IJ

Lognonn•et at., [1998],eacheigenfrequency
w is then associated with two valuesof A, respectivelyassociatedto modes
with upward propagating energy and downward propagating energy. We then selectthe upward propagating solution,
and apply a mapping which allows us to transform a complete basis of test functions un chosenas eigenmodesfor an
elastic Earth model with free surface into a complete basis
of test functions vn for an Earth model with an open radiating condition at frequency w. The complete set of "free
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surfacemodes" computedwith the mineossoftware[Woodhouse,1988]is taken in this computation,especiallywith
the differenttypes of modes(figure 1):
- solid modes:

these are the "traditional"
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seismic modes:

the energy in the atmosphere is a few per thousand of
the total energy.
- atmospheric acoustic and gravity modes: nearly all
the energy is in the atmosphere. Group velocities are

about0.01 and 0.2 km.s-i respectively.

•at pa•

- oceanic modes, corresponding to tsunami modes.

Note that at high angular order, the first acoustic branch
correspondsto modes trapped at the atmosphere top free
surface and are an artefact of the free-boundary condition.
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Figure 2. Influence
of theboundary
•ondition
onthemodes.
The figure represents the solid modes 2 S 20 computed for 100,

200 and 300 km thick atmosphere models with free (top) and

radiative(bottom)boundary
conditions.
The variationof
where U is the displacement, is shown with respect to the distance
to the center of the Earth, and the amplitudes are multiplied by

40

10 or 100 in the atmosphere(above 6371 km).
10

The final step consiststhen in an iterate solution of the
eigenmode problem
2

-w v = A(w)v

(2)

where A(w) is the elastodynamicoperator with the frequency dependent and complex stiffnesstensor associatedto

attenuationin the solidEarth (followingLiu et al. [1975]),
and to the viscosityin the atmospherefollowing(1). In this
eigenmodeproblem, we practically search the solution as
0.2

Iv) Figure 1. Normal modebasisobtainedby minossoftware,using
PREM-FUSSA model. Gray dots are solid modes, light gray dots
are acoustic, Lamb and gravity atmospheric modes, black dots
are oceanic

modes.

(3)

and solve(2) as a variationalproblem.Note that in this last
stage, the first acoustic mode is effectively shifted above the
Lamb

mode branch.
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Figure

5.

Synthetics computed for the Mexican earthquake.

The bottom trace is the synthetic displacement on the ground in
Figure 3. This figureshowsthe energyratio in the atmosphere, Francourville, the top one is the synthetic Doppler shift evaluated
for the fundamental
and first harmonic
branches of solid modes.
from synthetic speed for a frequency of 4.624 MHz.
Two peaks at 3.7 and 4.4 mHz are due to a strong coupling with
the first acoustic

Realistic

branches.

Perturbations of the ionosphere were observed by Doppler
soundingperformed at Francourville, near Chartres. Doppler
sounding consistsin the measurement of Doppler frequency

modes

The figure 2 shows the differences between the freeboundary and the open-boundary modes. We computed
the modes with three different atmospheric thicknesses: 100,
150 and 200 kilometers. The good superposition of the open
boundary modes shows that the computation does not introduce an error due to the top of the model.
On the figure 3 the energy ratio in the atmosphere is plotted for the two first solid branches. Two peaks at 3.68 and
4.3 mHz are connected to the frequencies of the first two
atmospheric acoustic modes.

Synthetics and data comparison
Data:

Doppler

ionospheric sounding

We illustrate the method by comparing synthetics with
data for the Mexican Earthquake of September, 19, 1985

(Mw = 7.7, lat = 18.18 N, Ion = 102.37 W), with
the CMT sourceparametersfrom Dziewonskiet a/.[1987].

shiftbetweenan HF electromagnetic
wave(f0 - 4.624MHz)
emitted from the ground and its counterpart reflected on the
ionosphere. The reflection altitude depends on the electron

densityprofile (reflectionoccurswhen plasmafrequencyis
equal to wave frequency),and the Doppler shift is related
to the vertical velocity v of the reflecting layer as:

•f = -2fov cos(0____•_})(4)
c

where 0 is the zenithal angle of the ray. Figure 4 shows the
Doppler measurement. The amplitude of the Doppler shift
oscillations reaches I Hz peak to peak, which corresponds

to a displacementof about 100 m, a speedof 20 m/s, for an
altitude

of 150 km.

Mexican

earthquake:

synthetics

Synthetics Doppler diagrams are presented on the figure 5. The arrival time and amplitude at 150 km high are in
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Figure 4. Ionosphericsoundingat Francourvilleafter the Mexican earthquake (1985, Sept 19th, M--7.9). The Doppler shift
observed(about 0.5 Hz) correspondto displacementof the order
of 100 m and velocitiesof about 20 m/s for an ionosphericlayer
at 150 km height.

Figure

6. Synthetic displacementmaximum amplitude versus

height. The figure shows the amplification of the wave in the atmosphere. Attenuation due to viscosity becomes important above
100 km height, which is coherent with previous studies.
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good agreement with the Doppler sounding data. Because
of the lack of digital data for this earthquake, it is difficult
to judge the agreement in the spectral range. The higher
frequencies are less attenuated on the synthetics, probably
due to the underestimation by our model of the attenuation and surface wave scattering effect. Figure 6 shows the
displacement amplitude of the wave versus height, for different frequency ranges. The viscous attenuation appears
first for the higher frequenciesat about 100 km height. The
non-linear terms, neglected during the computation, can be

estimated:
oftheorder
ofv.V(v)• W•-,
•2u2theycanbe comparedto c•2u.Foru .-•100 m, f .-•50 mHz,c .-• 1000m/s,
we get a ratio of 0.5%, which confirms the linear approximation

as still valid.

Conclusion
This computation allows us to model perturbations in
the atmosphere induced by coupling with solid Earth. Despite several assumptionsmade in the atmosphere,we have
obtained good preliminary results for post-seismicsignals.
This method should also permit to study other coupling
phenomena like those recorded during volcanic eruptions,
atmospheric explosions or tsunami waves. Concerning the
thermal or electromagnetic perturbations of the ionosphere
observedafter earthquakes, they result from non-linear coupling with heat or Maxwell equations, so it is difficult to
processthem with normal modes theory. However, our computation can be used to produce boundary conditions in
ionospheric plasma modelling software.
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